Neural architecture search (NAS) aims to automate the search procedure of architecture instead of manual design. Even if recent NAS approaches finish the search within days, lengthy training is still required for a specific architecture candidate to get the parameters for its accurate evaluation. Recently one-shot NAS methods are proposed to largely squeeze the tedious training process by sharing parameters across candidates. In this way, the parameters for each candidate can be directly extracted from the shared parameters instead of training them from scratch. However, they have no sense of which candidate will perform better until evaluation so that the candidates to evaluate are randomly sampled and the top-1 candidate is considered the best. In this paper, we propose a Self-Evaluated Template Network (SETN) to improve the quality of the architecture candidates for evaluation so that it is more likely to cover competitive candidates. SETN consists of two components:
Introduction
Representation learning [5] is a fundamental research problem in computer vision, because it is beneficial to a variety of computer vision applications, such as detection and segmentation. Due to the success of deep learning, it has undergone a transition from "feature engineering" [27, 10] to "architecture engineering" [35, 19, 34, 26, 18, 12] . However, a large amount of expert knowledge and ample computational resources are still required to secure an architecture Figure 1. An overview of the self-evaluated template network (SETN). SETN consists of a template network and an evaluator. Architectures for evaluation are generated by sampling candidates in the template network using the evaluator. The template network shares the parameters for different candidates as indicated by connections of arrow lines in different colors. The evaluator learns the distribution of the architectures being likely to have a lower validation loss.
for good feature representations [42] . Fortunately, neural architecture search (NAS) brings hope to deep learning researchers and alleviate their labours [43, 29] .
The goal of NAS is to discover an optimal network in the search space, which can maximize the validation accuracy after training. Typical algorithms apply reinforcement learning (RL) [42, 43, 29, 9] or evolutionary strategy (EA) [24, 30] to solve this problem, and most are computationally expensive, e.g., 500 GPUs over four days [43] . Such huge computational costs motivate the researchers to focus on efficient architecture search algorithms. Recently, several works reduced the computational cost through weight sharing [29, 7] , weight generation [6, 4] , accuracy prediction [2, 21] , progressive strategy [23] , etc.
One-shot NAS approaches stand out among these efficient NAS approaches [4, 6] , because they can significantly squeeze the tedious training process by sharing parameters across architecture candidates. A typical one-shot NAS paradigm is to (1) randomly sample hundreds of archi-tecture candidates from the parameter-shared network; (2) evaluate these candidates; and (3) find the candidate with the highest validation accuracy. We observed that most of these randomly sampled candidates are useless, since most of them have a poor performance. Besides, these sampled candidates are only a small portion of the whole search space; therefore the probability for inclusion of the best architecture is extremely low.
To solve the above problem, we propose Self-Evaluated Template Network (SETN) for one-shot NAS. SETN equips a template network with an evaluator. The template network contains all possible candidate convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and shares its parameters (template parameters) with all candidates. We train this template network in a stochastic strategy: during one iteration, we uniformly sample one candidate and only optimize partial template parameters for this sampled candidate. In this way, after training, each candidate CNN can directly use the corresponding template parameters without additional training. Some previous methods coupled the shared parameters with a learnable distribution of architectures, such as [25, 14, 29] . These methods will introduce the bias into the template parameters. Since some shallow and light-weight network will quickly converged, the learnable distribution will bias to these "simple" networks, and other networks may not have a chance to be updated. In contrast to them, our uniformly stochastic training strategy allows each candidate to be treated equally. In this way, each candidate with shared template parameters would be trained fully, and their validation accuracy would be closer to the ground truth validation accuracy.
The estimator learns to indicate the probability of each individual candidate CNN being likely to have a lower validation loss. We train this estimator on the validation data with the assistance of the template network. After training, according to the learned probability, our estimator can pick up low-validation-loss candidates for one-shot evaluation. As a result, the probability of including the best CNN in the search space can be dramatically improved. Compared to previous random sampling algorithms [4, 6] , SETN can potentially search for a CNN with a higher accuracy.
In experiments, SETN can discover a superior CNN on CIFAR-10 within two GPU days. This SETN-searched architecture achieves state-of-the-art performance on three benchmarks, i.e., CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet.
Related Work
Automatically discovering effective networks has attracted more and more researchers [6, 1, 42, 24, 15, 13] . Various kinds of searching algorithms have been proposed, such as RL-based [42, 43, 29] , EA-based [30, 31] , gradientbased [25, 28] approaches. Each of these algorithm has its unique advantage. For simplicity, we summarize some Search Eff. Share Eval. Gen. ResNet [18] Manual Table 1 . We compare different algorithms with five aspects. "Search" shows the search algorithm type. "Eff." indicates efficient, and we consider the algorithm that can discover CNN within five GPU days as efficient. "Share" indicates whether the algorithm shares parameters over different candidate networks or not. "Eval." means whether the algorithm is able to quickly evaluate a network. "Gen." indicates the network sampling strategy during the one-shot evaluation procedure. "-" indicates not available, which means those methods do not have these steps.
ubiquitous algorithms in Table 1 regarding five aspects. Our SETN has advantages when compared to them, and we will introduce these related works at below. Note that we focus on searching CNN models, and thus approaches about recurrent neural network or downstream applications are out of the scope of this paper. Early approaches train a large amount of candidate networks by tens epochs and use the validation accuracy of these networks as the supervisory signal [24, 30, 42, 43, 31] . For example, Zoph et al. [42, 43] learn an RL policy to sample networks with high accuracy. Real et al. [31, 30] utilize EA algorithms to mutate low-quality networks to highquality networks. Unfortunately, these approaches cost too much computational resources. Recent approaches aim to solve the searching problem in an affordable computation cost. Liu et al. [23] progressively search CNN from simple to complex. Barker et al. [2] accelerate the searching procedure by performance prediction. Pham et al. [29] share the parameters of different networks. Liu et al. [25] propose DARTS, allowing efficient search of the architecture using gradient descent. DARTS [25] and GDAS [14] choose the best architecture using the arg max over a continues architecture representation, while the performance of an architecture cannot be correctly estimated without fully training it. Our SETN can more accurately estimate the performance (validation loss) of all candidates without separately training each of them one by one.
Our SETN is one-shot NAS, and is closely related to previous one-shot approaches [40, 4, 6] . Brock et al. [6] train hypernetworks [16] to generate suitable weights for every network in the search space. Zhang et al. [40] encode the network as a computation graph and use a graph neural network to predict weights. Bender et al. [4] deliver thorough experimental analysis for one-shot architecture search. These approaches can estimate the network performance correctly without additional training, while the architecture candidates for evaluation are randomly picked with uneven quality [4, 6] . Our approach can selectively sample low-validation-loss architecture candidates. In this way, our sampled candidates would have much lower validation loss (better performance) than that of the random strategy [4, 6] , and thus we can potentially discover a more effective CNN architecture.
Background
Early works search for the whole CNN structure [42, 3] , whereas recent works propose that finding a good neural cell is more effective than finding a whole CNN [23, 25, 40, 14] . Therefore, we also search for a good cell instead of a full CNN model. As shown in Figure 1 , a cell is a fully convolutional structure, mapping a tensor I in ∈ R H×W ×C to another tensor I out ∈ R H ×W ×C . If we use the stride of 1, the cell is named normal cell, which has (H , W , F )=(H, W, F ); and if we use the stride of 2, the cell is named reduction cell, which has (H , W , F )=( H 2 , W 2 , 2F ). Each cell contains B nodes, where each of them is specified as a quadruple (I 1 , I 2 , f 1 , f 2 ) [23] . Specifically, the i-th node in the cthe cell takes two inputs I 1 , I 2 ∈ I c i and generates a tensor
. f 1 , f 2 ∈ O are transformation functions to apply to inputs. The output of the c-th cell is the concatenation of each intermediate output tensor from each node, denoted as H c .
The set of possible inputs I c i is the output set of all previous nodes adding the outputs of two previous cells:
The candidate function set O contains several pre-defined functions. In this paper, we apply our SETN on the candidate function set O following previous methods [25, 14] as follows:
We set the number of nodes in a cell as B = 4. Therefore, the number of candidates in the search space
Once we obtain the topology structures of the normal cell and the reduction cell, we follow previous works to construct the overall CNN [23, 25, 14] . For CIFAR, the 
Methodology

Template Network
The template network contains all candidate CNNs in the search space. The parameters of each candidate CNN are shared by a single template network. It is non-trivial to make billions of candidate CNNs perform well after optimizing one template network. To achieve this goal, we introduce a stochastic training strategy to optimize the template network by stochastically selecting the operations and inputs as below:
where , at the i-th node, we randomly sample two inputs I 1 and I 2 from the set I c i with replacement; random sample two functions f 1 and f 2 from the set O by restricting the index of f 1 in O ≤ the index of f 2 . This sample strategy can avoid the redundant candidates in the search space. For example,
, but these two combinations are considered as different architectures during searching in some previous works [25, 29, 14] .
At each training iteration, the template network uniformly samples a candidate CNN, decided by Eq. (1)∼Eq. (3), and then it only optimizes template parameters of this sampled CNN. This strategy allows us to optimize each candidate with equal opportunity, thus avoiding the Matthew effect. As a result, each candidate CNN is more likely to be fully trained compared to that in previous joint optimization strategies [25, 14, 8] . We use "the Matthew effect" to refer that some quickly-converged candidates will get more chances to be further optimized in some NAS algorithms [25, 14, 8, 29] . Besides, if we increase the cardinality of the function set |O|, the search space will grow exponentially, but the size of the template network will grow only linearly. This property allows us to search over large search space but only using a relatively small template network.
Estimator
We only optimize the template parameters on the trraining data, and a candidate CNN would thus be considered to [4, 6] uniformly select a small amount of candidates to evaluate, where most uniformly selected candidates are useless. To solve these issues, we design an estimator to indicate the probability of each individual candidate CNN being likely to have a lower validation loss. To represent this probability of each candidate, we encode one candidate CNN as a set of quadruples, and then define the probabilities over these quadruples.
We introduce the encoding approach for the i-th node in the c-th cell, and one can easily infer the steps for other nodes. For simplicity, suppose we only search for one neural cell. At first, we encode the choices of I 1 and I 2 . Based on Eq. (2), there are |I| choices for I 1 and |I| choices for I 1 (we omit the subscript and superscript for simplicity). We thus use two vectors f ∈ R |I| and g ∈ R |I| to indicate the categorical choice for I 1 and I 2 , and use its softmaxnormalized value as the choice probability, which can be formulated as:
where T (f ) represents the categorical distribution drawn by the vector f , so as T (ĝ). I 1 and I 2 are chosen as the tth and u-th element in I. Similarly, there are |O|(|O|+1)/2 combination choices for f 1 and f 2 , and therefore, we lever-age a vector h ∈ R |O|(|O|+1)/2 to indicate the categorical choice, which is formulated as:
where 
s.t. calculate r1 and r2 as Eq. (8),
Based on Eq. (10), we can back-propagate gradients through the architecture encoding α. To enforce the learned estimator being able to reflect the validation loss of an architecture candidate, our objective for this estimator is to minimize the validation loss. Specifically, we forward the validation images through the template network with assistance of the estimator via Eq. (10), and backward the validation loss 3 to the estimator's parameters. In this way, after optimizing the estimator, candidates sampled by the learned probabilities (Eq. (5) and Eq. (7)) would be more likely to result in a high performance on the validation set.
The Searching Algorithm of SETN
We use ω to denote the parameters of the template network, i.e., the parameters of candidate functions in each node of each cell. The searching algorithm of SETN should (1) optimize parameters of the template network ω and parameters of the estimator α; (2) sample T =1000 lowvalidation-loss architecture candidates via the estimator; and (3) evaluate these sampled candidates with the template parameters ω and choose the candidate with the lowest validation loss.
We show the overall searching algorithm in Algorithm 1, where (x, y) indicates the standard classification loss based on an input image x with its label y. We optimize α based on Eq. (10) and ω based on Eq. (1) in an alternative way. The parameters of the template network are optimized on the training set, while the parameters of the estimator are optimized on the validation set to guarantee the generalization ability of the searched model [25] .
Note that we use different forward procedures for the template network and the estimator: the template network uses Eq. (1) and can enable each candidate perform well with the shared template network; the estimator uses Eq. (10) can help squeeze the candidate set for evaluation. After optimizing α and ω, we sample T =1000 lowvalidation-loss candidates and select the one with the best one-shot performance.
Connections with Other NAS Approaches
Our proposed SETN generalized over DARTS [25] and one-shot NAS approaches [4, 6] . DARTS directly can pick the best architecture, while this network capacity can not be correctly estimated in the validation set without fully training it. Besides, the architecture found by DARTS yields a performance with a high variance. Comparatively, one-shot NAS can estimate the network performance correctly without additional training, while the architecture candidates are randomly picked with uneven quality instead of generating the "best" candidate [4, 6] . Our SETN is a new framework, which generalizes the above two typical streams and assimilates their benefits of accurate evaluation and high-quality architecture candidates selection.
To analyze the difference of technique details between our approach and others [25] , we consider the following variants of our methods. SETN: our proposed search algorithm. SETN-LR: use a stochastic strategy to train the template network with less randomness, where the indexes of the sampled inputs/functions are the same for different cells. SETN-NON: optimize the template network without randomness, in which H c i is the weighted sum of all possible function and input combinations as Eq. (10). SETN-RAND: randomly sample candidates for evaluation as previous one-shot approaches. SETN-NON is the same strategy as [25] , and SETN-RAND is the same strategy as [4, 6] . We will show that SETN is superior to SETN-LR, SETN-NON, and SETN-RAND in experiments.
Experiments
Experimental Setup
Datasets. CIFAR-10 [22] contains 60,000 images categorized into 10 classes. The training set has 5000 images per class, 50,000 images in total. The test set contains 1000 images per class, 10,000 images in total. CIFAR-100 [22] is similar to CIFAR-10. It contains 50,000 training and 10,000 test images, categorized into 100 classes. All images are 32x32 colored ones. ImageNet [32] is a large-scale image classification dataset, containing 1000 classes, 1.28 million training images and 50,000 validation images.
Searching Setup. We search the normal CNN cell and the reduction CNN cell on CIFAR-10. For searching, the official training images are randomly split into the searching training set D train and the search validation set D val in Algorithm 1. D train contains 50% of the official CIFAR-10 dataset, i.e., 25,000 images. D val contains the rest images. The candidate function set O has 6 different operations as introduced in Section 3. The hyper-parameters to construct the whole CNN model are: the number of nodes in a cell B, the initial channels of the first layer C, the number of repeated normal cells N . By default, we set C = 16, B = 4, and N = 2 to search the CNN cells. Note that, the number of operations in O s is the same as ENAS [29] and DARTS [25] .
We train the template network and the estimator with the batch size of 64 in 400 epochs. To optimize the parameters ω of template network, we use the SGD optimization. We start the learning rate of 0.025 and anneal it down to 0 following a cosine schedule. We use the momentum of 0.9 and the weight decay of 3e-4. We set the probability of path dropout as 0.1. To optimize the parameters α of the estimator, we use the Adam optimization [20] with the learning rate of 3e-3 and the weight decay of 1e-3. To avoid the gradient explosion, we clip the gradient for both W and A by 10 during training.
Computational Costs. Our SETN would take about 40 hours to optimize both template network and estimator on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU. Evaluating T =1000 candidates costs less than three hours on a single GPU (about 13 seconds per candidate). Therefore, it requires about 43 GPU hours to obtain the final CNN structure. Note that when different NAS methods report their searching costs, they may use different hardware, e.g., NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti [25] and NVIDIA P100 [43] . We did not normalize the GPU cost of compared methods across different devices, and we use the numbers from their original papers.
Compared with State-of-the-art Approaches
Experiments on CIFAR. After we discover outstanding cells in the search space, we use the discovered topology with C = 36 and N = 6 to construct the CNN model for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 following [25, 28] . We train this network by 600 epochs with the initial learning rate of 0.025. We anneal the learning rate down to 0 with the cosine schedule. The batch size is 96; the momentum is 0.9; and the weight decay is 5e-4. The ratio of drop path is 0.2. Table 2 . We compare SETN and other algorithms on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. The top block presents state-of-the-art architectures designed by human experts. The bottom block presents architectures that are automatically discovered by machine. "M " indicates the total number of cells in the CNN, and "C" denotes the number of the filter channel in the first cell. "CutOut" indicates the data argumentation approach [11] . † denotes the results reproduced by ourself. The bottom five lines show results for different variants of our approach. We run each model three times and report the mean error (lower is better).
Method
Following [23, 42, 43, 25, 14] , we use an auxiliary tower with the weight of 0.4 to train the network. We train each network three times and report the mean error.
Comparison with the state-of-the-art on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. We compare the results of the found network with other state-of-the-art networks in Table 2 . "SETN (T =1K)" indicates the network found by our approach. First, our SETN is one of the most efficient algorithms, in which we complete the search procedure in 1.8 GPU days. Second, among those efficient NAS approaches [40, 29, 25] (less than five GPU days), the network found by SETN achieves the lowest error with similar or fewer parameters. Other NAS approaches need more than 100 times computational costs than ours, whereas models found by most approaches have higher error with more parameters than our SETN. On CIFAR-100, our network achieves the best performance (a error of 17.25%) among all compared methods. On CIFAR-10, our network is slightly worse than NASNet-A (2.69% test error vs. 2.65% test error), however, NASNet-A needs more than 1000× computational costs than SETN.
Comparison with other SETN variants. In Table 2 , we compare several variants of SETN introduced in Sec-tion 4.4. SETN-NON is a straightforward approach to optimize the estimator, however, the model found by SETN-NON leads to the highest error. SETN-LR finds the model with more parameters but is inferior to the model found by SETN. In conclusion, the proposed SETN is superior to its baselines, i.e., SETN-LR and SETN-NON. "SETN (T =1)" indicates that we directly choose the best architecture from the estimator via arg max over f /h as [25] . From Table 2 , "SETN (T =1)" finds a small CNN, however, this CNN yields a relatively higher error than our SETN. Therefore, the stochastic training strategy and the final candidate evaluation strategy are necessary to find a good architecture.
Scalability. We compare the search cost between the small space using the candidate function set O and the large space using another candidate function set O l . This set O l adds two more functions into O l : 3x3 dilated conv and 5x5 dilated conv. It has eight functions in total, and its search space has about 9.1×10 18 candidates. With the large search space, training SETN costs 50 GPU hours using the default hyper-parameters, and evaluating T =1K candidates takes less than three hours. Therefore, even though the large search space is 100× larger than the small one, SETN needs only about 18% more GPU days to complete the search procedure. Besides, the network found with O l achieves a similar performance compared to that of O. This shows that our SETN can be successfully applied to much larger search space.
Experiments on ImageNet. We use the same cell structures found on the CIFAR-10 dataset to construct the CNN for ImageNet. We adjust hyper-parameters N and C to make the network align with the ImageNet-mobile setting, i.e., under 600M FLOPs. We train the network with a batch size of 256 over four GPUs in 250 epochs totally. We warmup at the first five epochs, start the learning rate with 0.1, and decrease it to 0 via the cosine scheduler. We set the momentum as 0.9 and the weight decay as 3e-5. Besides, the label smoothing is applied with a epsilon of 0.1. An auxiliary tower with the weight of 0.4 is applied during training.
Comparison with the state-of-the-art on ImageNet.
Since the training procedure of SETN does not use any Im-ageNet images, this experiment can investigate the transferability of the discovered network. We use the same CNN structure found on CIFAR-10 with different N and C configurations. These networks strictly matche the ImageNetmobile setting. We show the top-1 and top-5 accuracy in Table 3 . "SETN (N=2 & C=58)" achieves a top-1 accuracy of 74.3% on ImageNet. Our network obtains competitive accuracy compared to efficient NAS approaches [25, 38, 40] . AmoebaNet [30] achieves a similar accuracy than ours, but it costs 3150 GPU days, which is 1750× more than ours. In sum, our network is competitive to state-of-the-art networks, whereas SETN needs acceptable search costs.
Ablation Studies
In Section 5.2, we deliver a brief comparison between SETN and its variants w.r.t. the model size and the model accuracy. In this section, we will give a more comprehensive analysis for different aspects of SETN.
The quality of estimated candidates. There are four options to generate candidate CNNs. (a) the proposed SETN. (b) SETN-RAND [4] . (c) SETN-LR, sharing the sampled indexes of operations and inputs for different cells (d) SETN-NON, directly training the template network in the standard classification fashion as [25] . We use these four methods to generate 1000 candidate CNN and count their one-shot accuracy in a histogram. In each sub-figure of Figure 2 , the x-axis indicates the one-shot validation accuracy and y-axis indicates the number of candidate CNNs. Several conclusion can be made. First, randomly generated candidates have much lower accuracy than all other compared strategies. Second, SETN-NON is better than the random approach but still inferior to SETN and SETN-LR. Third, the performance of SETN generated candidates is similar to that of SETN-LR. However, taking a close look at the histogram, SETN generate more accurate candidates than SETN-LR, e.g., there are more candidates with the accuracy between 85%∼90%.
Can the validation accuracy with template parameters reflect the ground truth validation accuracy? We want to investigate whether the validation accuracy using the template parameters can provide a robust relative ranking of different networks or not. To achieve, we randomly sample 2000 networks, i.e., 1000 pairs. We first evaluate these 2000 networks by using the template parameters on D val . We denote the obtained validation accuracy as acc t . Then we retrain these 2000 networks from scratch from scratch by 100 epochs on D train , and other hyperparameters are the same as experiments in Table 2 . We evaluate these re-trained networks on D val and denote the accuracy as acc r , indicating the ground truth accuracy. For each pair, if the comparison of acc t is the same with the comparison of acc r , we count this pair is good; otherwise, we count this pair is bad. Finally, we obtain more than 80% pairs are good.
The above two analysis paragraphs did not directly evaluate (1) how good the candidate sampled by the estimator is and (2) how accurate the one-shot accuracy is. To answer these two questions, we need a NAS dataset with ground truth accuracy of each candidate, where NAS-Bench-101 [39] is the only one. However, our SETN can not be directly evaluated on NAS-Bench-101 [39] due to its limitation. We would investigate these open questions once a suitable NAS dataset being public.
The effect of the number of generated candidates. In Table 2 , we show that using T =1 finds a model with a higher error than using T =1K. A small number of T , e.g., 10, will cause a high variance of the accuracy of discovered CNN. If we increase the number of T , we could reduce the variance. In our experiments, T =1K is enough to discover a good network. If we increase T to 10K, we could potentially find better networks, but the search cost will be more than five GPU days. Some approaches apply a progressive strategy to select the final CNN [4, 40] . For example, they first select the top 10 networks (ranked by the validation accuracy) and then retrain these networks with more epochs to get a precise validation accuracy. These strategies are able to further reduce the performance variance of the discovered CNN.
Visualization. We visualize the discovered cells in Figure 3. Compared to manually designed cells [18, 36, 37] , the automatically discovered cells are much more complex and difficult to be designed by human experts. Given the superior performance of NAS-discovered networks, it is necessary to devote more effort on this topic.
Discussions. One limitation of SETN is that when the search space is very large, e.g., 10 30 candidates, a small number of T may not be able to find a good model. In this case, we have to increase the number of T , which will also increase the corresponding evaluation cost. A more efficient training strategy for the template network and the estimator can alleviate this problem. We leave such interesting extensions for future work.
Conclusion
We propose the self-evaluated template network (SETN) to search for the CNN with higher accuracy. Compared to previous one-shot NAS approaches, SETN significantly improves the quality of architecture candidates for the oneshot evaluation procedure. In this way, the sampled candidates of SETN can cover better architectures, and thus can finally find an architecture with higher performance. In experiments, SETN can complete the search procedure within two GPU days. It finds a good CNN from more than 10 16 network possibilities, and this CNN achieves state-of-theart performance on three benchmarks.
